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Legendary Locals, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 163 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. From its primordial inception as a Dutch trading post on the left bank of
the Hudson River to its late-19th-century reign as one of the world s great industrial centers and
transportation termini, Jersey City has always been a city about people--the bold pioneers who
reshaped its forested hills and elevated landscapes into a major municipality brimming with
immigrant-filled neighborhoods, from which emerged even more distinct personalities. Legendary
Locals of Jersey City highlights these timeless citizens, including Peter Stuyvesant, the director-
general of New Netherland who rescued fledgeling settlements besieged by wars with the Lenni
Lenape; Erminnie Smith, who launched an immensely popular intellectual society and salon in 1876;
Hugh Roberts, the falsely accused over-spending architect of the majestic Hudson County Court
House; Dr. Lena Edwards, winner of the 1964 Presidential Medal of Freedom; Helene Stapinski,
national bestselling author; and Anthony Carrino and John Colaneri, stars of the hit HGTV series
Kitchen Cousins and dedicated Jersey City developers.
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An incredibly amazing book with perfect and lucid information. I was able to comprehended everything using this written e ebook. I realized this book from
my dad and i advised this ebook to understand.
-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS

Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV
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